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Abstract

A search for single production of vector-like quarks, T and B, decaying into a Z boson and a top or a bottom quark, respectively, is presented. The search is performed using data collected by the CMS experiment at the LHC in proton-proton collisions at $\sqrt{s} = 13$ TeV, corresponding to an integrated luminosity of 2.3 fb$^{-1}$. An exotic T quark production mode through the decay of a heavy $Z'$ resonance is also considered. The search is performed in events with a Z boson decaying leptonically, accompanied by a bottom or a top quark decaying hadronically. No excess of events is observed over the standard model background expectation. Products of production cross section and branching fraction for T and B quarks from 1.26 and 0.13 pb are excluded at 95% confidence level for the range of resonance mass considered, which is between 0.7 and 1.7 TeV. Limits on the product of the $Z'$ boson production cross section and branching fraction, with the $Z'$ boson decaying to the Tt final state, are set between 0.31 and 0.13 pb, for $Z'$ boson masses in the range from 1.5 to 2.5 TeV. This is the first search at 13 TeV for single production of vector-like quarks in events with a Z boson decaying leptonically accompanied by boosted jets.

1 Introduction

The discovery of a Higgs boson [1-3] with a mass of 125 GeV [4] by the ATLAS and CMS experiments confirmed the success of the standard model (SM) in predicting a wide range of high-energy phenomena. However, several questions related to the nature of electroweak symmetry breaking remain unanswered and, to address them, several new theoretical models have been proposed such as little Higgs [5], large extra dimensions [6,7], and composite Higgs models [8]. Many of these models predict the existence of heavy resonances with masses of the order of 1 TeV, called vector-like quarks (VLQs) [9-13]. These are hypothetical new spin-1/2 particles with the property that left- and right-handed (LH and RH) chiralities transform in the same way under the SM symmetry group $SU(2)_L \times U(1)_Y \times SU(3)_C$. As a consequence, they do not receive mass through a Yukawa coupling term, as do the chiral fermions of the SM, but through a direct mass term of the form $m_{\psi \psi}$. A fourth generation of chiral quarks is strongly disfavoured by the precision SM measurements [14], because of the modifications that the Yukawa term would bring to the Higgs production cross section and branching fractions ($B$s). The VLQs are not similarly constrained. Previous searches for VLQs have been performed by both ATLAS [15-20] and CMS [21-24], using data samples collected at $\sqrt{s} = 7, 8,$ and 13 TeV. This paper presents the first search at 13 TeV for single production of VLQs in final states with boosted jets and a leptonically decaying Z boson.

In a model-independent approach [9], VLQs can be grouped in multiplets (singlet, doublet, triplet, etc.) that couple to the SM particles. Singlets include the T and B quarks with charges of $+2/3$ and $-1/3$, respectively. Multiplets include the T and B quarks and exotically charged VLQs labelled X and Y, which have charges of $+5/3$ and $-4/3$, respectively. In this analysis, we present a search for a singlet or a doublet T quark that decays to a Z boson and a t quark, with subsequent decays $Z \rightarrow \ell^+ \ell^-$, where $\ell$ can be a muon or an electron, and $t \rightarrow bW \rightarrow bqq'$. We also present the search for a singlet B quark, decaying to a b quark and a Z boson that decays to $\ell^+ \ell^-$. Examples of Feynman diagrams for the single production of T and B VLQs are shown in Fig. 1.

A singlet T quark has three different decay channels into SM particles: $bW$, $tZ$, and $tH$ [9-13]. Using the equivalence theorem [25] the branching fractions for these three decay modes are 0.5, 0.25, and 0.25, respectively. The T doublet can decay to $tZ$ or $tH$, each with a branching fraction of 0.5. In this case the doublet structure of the fermion multiplet produces a tree level coupling of the T to the neutral bosons, but not to the $W$. As we are neglecting possible mass mixings between the T and the t quarks, the branching fraction of the doublet T to the $tW$ final state is taken to be zero. Similarly, the decay modes for a B singlet are $tW$ (branching fraction

![Figure 1: Leading order Feynman diagrams for the production of a single T (B) vector-like quark and its decay to a Z boson and a t (b) quark on the left (center) and production of a Z' boson decaying to Tt on the right.](image-url)
of 0.5), bZ (0.25), and bH (0.25). The couplings of the new particles to SM particles can be described with the following coefficients: C(bW) (for the pp → Tb process), C(tW) (for the B(t) final state), C(tZ) (for T(t)), and C(bZ) (for B(b)). For singlet VLQs, the RH chiralities are suppressed compared to the LH ones by a factor proportional to the standard quark mass over the VLQ mass, while for doublets it is the LH chirality that is suppressed [26].

An additional production mode is also investigated for the T quark, i.e. the production of a neutral spin-1 heavy Z′ boson [27–29] that decays to a Tt final state, as shown by the Feynman diagram in Fig. 1.

The mass range for the T and B quarks studied in this analysis is 0.7–1.7 TeV, while the Z′ boson is searched for in the 1.5–2.5 TeV range. Lower masses of VLQs are not investigated because pair production searches of VLQs have excluded masses below 0.7–0.9 TeV [15–17, 21, 22]. Furthermore, at high masses single production modes are favoured over the pair production modes. In the mass ranges considered in the analysis, the t quark from the T quark decay can be produced with high transverse momentum (pT), resulting in a final state where the decay products of the t quark are emitted close to each other in a topology with overlapping and merged jets. For this reason, final states with t quark jets (t jets) and W boson jets (W jets) are investigated, i.e. in events with large-cone jets that are identified using jet grooming techniques [30, 31] as coming from the hadronic decay of a t quark or a W boson. Jet grooming techniques are used to reduce the impact of the underlying event and the presence of additional primary vertices in the events (pileup), and of low pT gluon radiation, i.e. particles that are not related to the hard process. Evidence for the production of new particles is searched for in the reconstructed candidate heavy quark mass spectrum.

2 The CMS detector, data sample and simulation

The general-purpose CMS detector operates at one of the four interaction points of the LHC. Its central feature is a 3.8 T superconducting solenoid magnet with an internal diameter of 6 m. The following subdetectors are found within the magnet volume: the silicon tracker, the crystal electromagnetic calorimeter (ECAL), and the brass and scintillator hadron calorimeter (HCAL). Muons are measured in gas-ionization detectors embedded in the steel flux-return yoke outside the solenoid. In addition, the CMS detector has extensive forward calorimetry: two steel and quartz-fiber hadron forward calorimeters, which extend the coverage to regions close to the beam pipe. A more detailed description of the CMS detector, together with a definition of the coordinate system used and the relevant kinematic variables, can be found in Ref. [32].

The analysis is based on the data sample collected by the CMS experiment in proton-proton collisions at a center-of-mass energy of 13 TeV in 2015, corresponding to an integrated luminosity of 2.3 fb\(^{-1}\). Events with a Z boson decaying to muons are preselected by a single-muon trigger, requiring the presence of an isolated muon with pT > 20 GeV. Events with the Z boson decaying to electrons are preselected with a single-electron trigger that requires the presence of an electron with pT > 105 GeV. This high pT threshold does not degrade the signal efficiency, since the electrons of interest would come from the decay chain of a high mass resonance.

Background samples are generated using MADGRAPH 5.2 [33] for Z/γ*+jets, t\(t\) +V, and tZq processes and POWHEG BOX v2 [34–37] for t\(t\) and single t quark production, interfaced to PYTHIA 8.212 [38], which uses tune CUETP8M1 [39] for the description of hadronisation and fragmentation. The standalone PYTHIA generator is used to simulate SM diboson production.

Signal samples are generated using MADGRAPH 5.2 interfaced with PYTHIA, for T and B quark
Table 1: Theoretical cross sections for T(b), B(t), B(b), and T(t) processes for the different benchmark mass points considered in the analysis, with the couplings set to 0.5 as calculated at NLO in Ref. [12]. Cross sections do not depend on the chirality of the new particle (T or B).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mass [TeV]</th>
<th>$\sigma(pp \rightarrow Tb)$ [pb]</th>
<th>$\sigma(pp \rightarrow Bt)$ [pb]</th>
<th>$\sigma(pp \rightarrow Bb)$ [pb]</th>
<th>$\sigma(pp \rightarrow Tt)$ [pb]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>1.455</td>
<td>0.186</td>
<td>1.085</td>
<td>0.125</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>0.965</td>
<td>0.133</td>
<td>0.754</td>
<td>0.091</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>0.680</td>
<td>0.097</td>
<td>0.555</td>
<td>0.068</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>0.488</td>
<td>0.071</td>
<td>0.413</td>
<td>0.051</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>0.338</td>
<td>0.053</td>
<td>0.298</td>
<td>0.038</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>0.246</td>
<td>0.040</td>
<td>0.224</td>
<td>0.029</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.3</td>
<td>0.179</td>
<td>0.030</td>
<td>0.170</td>
<td>0.022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.4</td>
<td>0.135</td>
<td>0.023</td>
<td>0.132</td>
<td>0.017</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>0.102</td>
<td>0.018</td>
<td>0.104</td>
<td>0.014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.6</td>
<td>0.076</td>
<td>0.014</td>
<td>0.080</td>
<td>0.011</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.7</td>
<td>0.058</td>
<td>0.011</td>
<td>0.062</td>
<td>0.008</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

masses between 0.7 and 1.7 TeV in steps of 0.1 TeV, and for three $Z'$ mass hypotheses: 1.5, 2.0, and 2.5 TeV. Singlet and doublet T quarks and singlet B quarks, with both LH and RH couplings to the SM particles, are simulated. Theoretical cross sections used in the analysis are reported in Table 1 as calculated in Ref. [12], where a simplified approach is used to allow model-independent interpretation of the experimental results. The theoretical width of the VLQs is negligible compared to the experimental mass resolution, for values of the couplings $C(bW)$, $C(tW)$, $C(tZ)$, and $C(bZ)$, equal to or below 0.5.

The generated events are passed through a simulation of the CMS detector using GEANT4 [40, 41]. The pileup distribution in simulation is matched to the observed distribution of additional interactions in data. Samples are generated with NNPDF 3.0 [42] parton distribution function sets.

3 Physics object reconstruction

Primary vertices are reconstructed using a deterministic annealing filter algorithm [43]. The interaction vertex corresponding to the hard scattering is chosen as the one that maximizes the squared $p_T$ sum of the clustered physics objects associated with it. Selected events are required to have a primary vertex within 24 cm of the mean interaction point in the $z$-direction and within 2 cm in the $x$-$y$ plane.

A particle-flow (PF) algorithm [44, 45] is used to identify and to reconstruct charged and neutral hadrons, photons, muons, and electrons, through an optimal combination of the information from the entire detector. Muon candidates are reconstructed by combining the information from the silicon tracker and the muon system in a global track fit [46]. Muons are then required to be isolated, to satisfy $p_T > 20$ GeV and $|\eta| < 2.4$, and to pass additional identification criteria based on the track impact parameter, the quality of the track reconstruction, and the number of hits recorded in the tracker and the muon systems. The leading muon is required to have $p_T > 22$ GeV, which ensures that selected muons are in a region of high trigger efficiency.

Electron candidates are reconstructed by combining the information from the ECAL and from the silicon tracker [47]. Electrons are then selected if they are isolated and if they have $p_T > 20$ GeV and $|\eta| < 2.5$. Additional requirements are applied on the ECAL shower shape, on the variables related to the track-cluster matching, on the impact parameter, and on the ratio
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of energies measured in HCAL and ECAL in the region around the electron candidate. The leading electron is required to have \( p_T > 115 \text{ GeV} \), i.e. to be in the region of high trigger efficiency.

For both muons and electrons, a lepton isolation variable is used to reduce background coming from events where one hadronic jet is misidentified as a lepton. This variable is defined as the sum of the \( p_T \) of the charged hadrons, neutral hadrons, and photons found in a cone, defined as \( \Delta R = \sqrt{(\Delta \eta)^2 + (\Delta \phi)^2} \) (where \( \phi \) is azimuthal angle), around the original lepton track, corrected for the effects of pileup [46, 47], and divided by the lepton \( p_T \). The cone size used is 0.4 for muons and 0.3 for electrons.

Jet candidates are clustered starting from the PF candidates using the anti-\( k_T \) clustering algorithm [48] with distance parameters of 0.4 (“AK4 jets”) and 0.8 (“AK8 jets”). The jet energy scale (JES) is calibrated through correction factors dependent on the \( p_T \) and \( \eta \) of the jet. The jet energy resolution (JER) for the simulated jets is smeared in order to reproduce the actual detector resolution observed in data. Jet candidates are required to have angular separation \( \Delta R > 0.4 \) (0.8) from identified leptons for AK4 (AK8) jets, and are selected with \( p_T > 25 \) (180) \text{ GeV} and with \( |\eta| < 2.4 \).

A pruning algorithm [49] is applied to AK8 jets to tag those that originate from the hadronic decay of a W boson. The mass of the jet, after the pruning is performed, is used as a discriminant to select W bosons and reject quark and gluon jets.

The other variable used to discriminate the W jet from quark and gluon jets is the \( N \)-subjettiness [50]. This is a measure of how consistent a jet is with having \( N \) or fewer subjets. This variable is defined as:

\[
\tau_N = \frac{1}{d_0} \sum_k [p_{T,k} \min(\Delta R_{1,k}, \Delta R_{2,k}, \ldots, \Delta R_{N,k})],
\]

where \( k \) is the index ranging over the PF particles that form the jet, \( p_{T,k} \) is the transverse momentum of the \( k \)th constituent, \( \Delta R_{n,k} \) is the distance between the \( k \)th constituent and the \( n \)th subjet axis, \( d_0 = \sum_k p_{T,k} R_0 \) is a normalization factor, with \( R_0 \) equal to the original jet distance parameter, and \( N \) is the number of subjets under consideration. The final variable used to discriminate W jets, which are expected to have two subjets, from quark and gluon jets, which are expected to have no subjets, is \( \tau_{21} = \tau_2 / \tau_1 \). An AK8 jet is W-tagged if the mass range of the pruned jet is within 65–105 \text{ GeV} and if \( \tau_{21} \) is lower than 0.6. The efficiency of the W-tagging procedure is corrected for discrepancies between data and simulation [30, 51, 52]. In a similar way, AK8 jets can be identified as coming from the hadronic decay of a t quark. These t quark jets are required to pass the following selections: \( p_T > 400 \text{ GeV} \), mass of the jet reconstructed with the modified mass drop tagger algorithm [53, 54] between 110 and 210 \text{ GeV}, and \( \tau_{32} = \tau_3 / \tau_2 \), defined using Eq. (1), lower than 0.69. Also in this case, scale factors are applied to correct for disagreement between data and simulation. Finally, AK4 jets can be tagged as coming from a b quark using the combined secondary vertex algorithm [55]. A “medium” working point with efficiency of 70% on real b jets and rejection of 99% of light-flavor jets is used together with a “loose” working point, which has 85% of efficiency and 90% of rejection.

Event selection

In this analysis, we search for a Z boson decaying to leptons, and a t or b quark arising from the decay of a T or B quark, respectively. Events are required to have two muons or electrons forming a Z boson candidate with an invariant mass between 70 and 110 \text{ GeV}, and are sorted into six categories: four for the T search, and two for the B search. A t quark from a T quark decay can be identified in three different scenarios: fully merged (a t quark jet is identified), partially
merged (a W jet and a b jet are identified), or resolved (three AK4 jets are reconstructed). Thus we define four categories of events for the T search:

- category 0: $T \rightarrow 2\ell + 1$ t jet;
- category 1: $T \rightarrow 2\ell + 1$ W jet + 1 b jet;
- category 2: $T \rightarrow 2\mu + 1$ b jet + 2 jets;
- category 3: $T \rightarrow 2e + 1$ b jet + 2 jets

where the b jet is tagged with the “medium” working point.

The electron and muon identification efficiencies are different, therefore resolved events with two muons and resolved events with two electrons are considered separately. The fully merged and partially merged topology events, where the Z decays to muons or to electrons, are considered together to increase the numbers of events in the control samples. If one event falls in two or more categories, the first one of these categories is considered. For example if one event falls in both categories 0 and 3, it will be considered only in category 0. In category 0, the t jet with the highest $p_T$ (and $p_T > 400$ GeV) is retained as the t quark candidate. For category 1, the t quark candidate is reconstructed by summing the Lorentz vectors of the W jet and the b jet, while for categories 2 and 3 the sum is made for the three jets. In these last three categories a minimum $p_T$ of 150 GeV is required for the t quark candidate, and if more than one t candidate is found, the one with the invariant mass closest to the t quark mass is selected.

In addition to requiring a Z boson and a t quark in the event, for each category at least one b jet has to be present, the two leptons from the Z boson decay have to be close to each other ($\Delta R < 0.9–1.1$, depending on the category), and the leading lepton (muon or electron) must have $p_T > 115$ GeV.

The B quark candidate is reconstructed by combining together the Z boson and the b jet (tagged with the “medium” working point) with the highest $p_T$ in the event. Two categories are defined,

Table 2: Summary of the final event selection for the four categories of the T search. In each category exactly two oppositely charged leptons are required.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Leptons</th>
<th>2$\ell$ + 1 t jet</th>
<th>2$\ell$ + 1W jet + 1 b jet</th>
<th>2$\mu$ + 1 b jet + 2 jets</th>
<th>2e + 1 b jet + 2 jets</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Lead lep $p_T$</td>
<td>&gt;115 GeV</td>
<td>&gt;115 GeV</td>
<td>&gt;115 GeV</td>
<td>&gt;115 GeV</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jet</td>
<td>one t jet</td>
<td>one W jet</td>
<td>three AK4 jets (one b-tagged)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$t p_T$</td>
<td>&gt;400 GeV</td>
<td>&gt;150 GeV</td>
<td>&gt;150 GeV</td>
<td>&gt;150 GeV</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\Delta R(\ell, \ell)$</td>
<td>&lt;1.1</td>
<td>&lt;1.0</td>
<td>&lt;0.9</td>
<td>&lt;0.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N(b jet)</td>
<td>$\geq 1$</td>
<td>$\geq 1$</td>
<td>$\geq 1$</td>
<td>$\geq 1$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3: Summary of the final event selection for the two categories of the B search. In each category exactly two oppositely charged leptons are required.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Leptons</th>
<th>2$\mu$ + 1 b jet</th>
<th>2e + 1 b jet</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Lead lep $p_T$</td>
<td>&gt;115 GeV</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jet</td>
<td>one b jet with $p_T &gt; 150$ GeV</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\Delta R(\ell, \ell)$</td>
<td>&lt;0.7</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N(b jet)</td>
<td>$\geq 2$</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Background estimate

depending on whether the Z boson decays to muons or electrons. Further requirements applied to reduce the background are: the b jet $p_T > 150\text{ GeV}$, at least 2 b jets are present in the event, $\Delta R$ between the two leptons is lower than 0.7, and the leading lepton (muon or electron) $p_T > 115\text{ GeV}$.

After the full event selection, which is summarized respectively for the T and the B searches in Tables 2 and 3, the masses of the T and B quark candidate are reconstructed and required to be above 500 GeV. The following experimental mass resolutions are evaluated from simulation, for four different signal hypotheses: 16\% for T(b), 24\% for T(t), 14\% for B(t), and 12\% B(b). The number of expected signal events and signal efficiencies are shown in Tables 4 and 5 for the T and the B search respectively.

The background is largely dominated by Z+jets events (between 80\% and 92\%, depending on the category), with smaller contributions from other backgrounds (t\bar{t}+V, tZq, t$t, single t quark, and SM diboson production).

5 Background estimate

To reduce the dependence on the simulation, a background estimate primarily based on control samples in data is used. This method consists of the definition of a background-enriched control region, from which the number of events is extrapolated into the signal region. This control region is defined by the event selection described in Section 4, but applying a b-tagged jet veto (“loose” working point). The small signal contamination in this region has been shown not to have a significant effect on the background prediction.

Table 4: The numbers of estimated background events compared to the measured numbers of events for the four categories of the T search. The quoted uncertainties in the background estimates include both statistical and systematic components, as described in Section 6. Expected signal yields and signal efficiencies (in parentheses) are also shown for three benchmark mass points.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Channel</th>
<th>$2\ell + 1t\text{ jet}$</th>
<th>$2\ell + 1W\text{ jet} + 1b\text{ jet}$</th>
<th>$2\mu + 1b\text{ jet} + 2\text{ jets}$</th>
<th>$2e + 1b\text{ jet} + 2\text{ jets}$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Estimated background</td>
<td>1.4 ± 0.8</td>
<td>8.6 ± 1.7</td>
<td>126.5 ± 14.0</td>
<td>75.1 ± 8.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Observation</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>109</td>
<td>91</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T(b) LH, $M = 0.7 \text{ TeV}$</td>
<td>0.07 (0.1%)</td>
<td>1.6 (3%)</td>
<td>6.3 (11%)</td>
<td>4.3 (8%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T(b) LH, $M = 1.2 \text{ TeV}$</td>
<td>0.6 (6%)</td>
<td>0.3 (3%)</td>
<td>1.3 (13%)</td>
<td>0.9 (9%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T(b) LH, $M = 1.7 \text{ TeV}$</td>
<td>0.2 (9%)</td>
<td>0.05 (2%)</td>
<td>0.2 (11%)</td>
<td>0.2 (8%)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5: The numbers of estimated background events compared to the measured numbers of events for the two categories of the B search. The quoted uncertainties in the background estimates include both statistical and systematic components, as described in Section 6. Expected signal yields and signal efficiencies (in parentheses) are also shown for three benchmark mass points.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Channel</th>
<th>$2\mu + 1b\text{ jet}$</th>
<th>$2e + 1b\text{ jet}$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Estimated background</td>
<td>7.0 ± 0.8</td>
<td>4.1 ± 0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Observation</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B(t) LH, $M = 0.7 \text{ TeV}$</td>
<td>0.4 (5%)</td>
<td>0.2 (4%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B(t) LH, $M = 1.2 \text{ TeV}$</td>
<td>0.1 (7%)</td>
<td>0.09 (6%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B(t) LH, $M = 1.7 \text{ TeV}$</td>
<td>0.02 (6%)</td>
<td>0.02 (5%)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 2: Comparison between the background estimate and data for the T categories: fully merged region (upper-left), partially merged region (upper right), and resolved region (lower) for events with the Z boson decaying into muons (left) and electrons (right). For the fully and partially merged topologies, the sets of events with the Z boson decaying to muons and electrons are combined. For the fully merged region a shape analysis is not performed because of the small number of events, and a single bin is shown. The uncertainties in the background estimate method include both statistical and systematic components, as described in Section 6. The lower panel in each plot shows the ratio of the data and the background estimation, with the shaded band representing the uncertainties in the background estimate.

The background yield in the signal region is evaluated through the following formula:

\[ N_{bkg}(M_{q,Z}) = N_{cr}(M_{q,Z}) \alpha(M_{q,Z}), \]  

(2)

where \( N_{cr}(M_{q,Z}) \) is the number of events found in the data sample in the control region as a function of \( M_{q,Z} \), \( \alpha(M_{q,Z}) \) is the ratio for each bin in \( M_{q,Z} \) of the number of events in the signal region to the number of events in the control region, taken from simulation, and \( q \) is the t (b) jet used to reconstruct the T (B) mass. A closure test has been performed to validate the method in a region orthogonal with respect to the signal selection. This region has been selected by
Figure 3: Comparison between the background estimate and data for the B search categories: events with the Z boson decaying to muons (left) and to electrons (right). The uncertainties in the background estimate include both statistical and systematic components, as described in Section 6. The lower panel in each plot shows the ratio of the data and the background estimation, with the shaded band representing the uncertainties in the background estimate.

requiring exactly two leptons with the same identification, \( p_T \), and \( \Delta R \) requirements as those defined for the signal region, for one or two jets and zero W and t jets. A good agreement is found between the predicted background and the observed data, supporting the validity of the method.

Comparisons between the background estimates and the observations in data are shown in Figs. 2 and 3. For the fully merged topology one single bin is considered because of the small number of events in this category. The numbers of predicted background events and the number of observed events are reported in Tables 4 and 5 for the T and the B search respectively, together with the number of expected signal events for three example mass points. The numbers of observed events are consistent with the background predictions.

6 Systematic uncertainties

Sources of systematic uncertainty in this analysis affect both the background estimate and the signal. The effects of the systematic uncertainties on the shapes of the T and B quark reconstructed mass distributions for both signal and background processes have been investigated.

The uncertainty in the background estimate comes from a number of sources, the dominant one being the statistical uncertainties (between 12% and 57%, depending on the category) in the control region and the simulation. The following three systematic uncertainties are also considered. The differences between the measurements and the prediction for the closure test described previously are taken as systematic uncertainties (8–16%). The uncertainty from the b tagging efficiency for the b, c, and light-flavor jets is evaluated by varying the b tagging scale factors (used to correct for the differences between measurements and simulation) by their uncertainties [55, 56], giving a systematic uncertainty of between 4 and 10%. Finally, an uncertainty (8–20%) is included that takes into account possible mismodelling of the Z+light quark and Z+b quark fractions in simulation. This systematic uncertainty is computed by chang-
ing the Z+b fraction by 50% [57], and re-evaluating the background through the background estimation method.

For the signal, the main sources of systematic uncertainties come from corrections that are applied to the simulation in order to match distributions in data. The scale factors for lepton identification and lepton triggers are derived from dedicated analyses, using the “tag-and-probe” method [46, 47]. The uncertainties in these factors are taken as systematic uncertainties for this analysis and are found to be between 2.8 and 5.0% for muons, between 0.4 and 1.2% for electrons, and between 0.7 and 1.1% for the trigger. The jet four-momenta are varied by the JES and JER uncertainties, resulting in a variation for the signal of between 0.2 and 1.9% for the JES, and 0.1 and 2.0% for the JER. For W and t jet tagging, the same procedure of varying the scale factors results in a systematic uncertainty of 3–8 and 18%, respectively. The uncertainty in the b tagging efficiency is evaluated, as for the background, by scaling up and down the b tagging scale factors by their uncertainties [55, 56], giving systematic uncertainties of between 6.0 and 13.4%, depending on the category and on the signal mass hypothesis. Parton distribution function uncertainties are evaluated using the NNPDF 3.0 PDF eigenvectors [58]. The uncertainty in the pileup simulation (0.2–2.0%) is obtained by varying the inelastic cross section value, which controls the average pileup multiplicity, by 5% [59]. Additional sources of systematic uncertainty are the integrated luminosity determination (2.7%) [60] and the factorization and renormalization scales.

7 Results

No significant deviations from the expected background are observed in any of the search channels. We proceed with setting upper limits on the product of the production cross section and branching fraction of a T (B) quark decaying to tZ (bZ), using the predictions from the background estimation method. The 95% confidence level (CL) exclusion limits are derived using the asymptotic CLs criterion [61–64], with background and signal templates given by the distributions of Figs. 2 and 3. Systematic uncertainties are treated as nuisance parameters.

In Fig. 4, the observed and expected limits from the four categories of the T quark search are shown combined together for the singlet LH T(b) and doublet RH T(t) production modes. Limits on the product of the cross section and branching fraction have been set, excluding values above 0.98–0.15 pb at 95% CL, depending on the resonance mass. For an RH T(t) signal, the range between 0.60 and 0.13 pb has been excluded.

In Fig. 5, the observed and expected limits for the B quark search are shown, in cases where the B quark is produced in association with a t or a b quark for the singlet LH scenario. In this case, products of the cross section and branching fraction between 0.68 and 0.15 pb are excluded at 95% CL in the 0.7–1.7 TeV mass range for the B(t) signal and between 1.26 and 0.28 pb in the same mass range for the B(b) signal.

Upper limits are compared with theoretical cross sections as calculated at NLO in Ref. [12]. With the present sensitivity it is not possible to exclude this particular benchmark model.

In Table 6, observed and expected limits are shown for the production of a T quark via a decay of a Z′ boson, Z′ → Tt. The products of the cross section and branching fraction for this process are excluded between 0.31 and 0.13 pb, depending on the Z’ mass over the range from 1.5 to 2.5 TeV and on the T mass over the range from 0.7 to 1.5 TeV. A branching fraction of 100% is assumed for the decay of the T quark into the tZ channel. Limits for other branching fractions can be obtained by scaling the limit by the corresponding branching fraction value.
Figure 4: Observed and expected 95% CL upper limit on the product of cross section and branching fraction for the singlet LH T(b) (left) and doublet RH T(t) (right) production modes, with the T decaying to tZ. The 68% and 95% expected bands are shown. Theoretical cross sections as calculated at NLO in Ref. [12] are shown. The branching fraction $B(T \rightarrow tZ)$ is 0.25 (0.5) for the left (right) plot.

Figure 5: Observed and expected 95% CL upper limit on the product of cross section and branching fraction for the B(t) (left) and B(b) (right) signals in the singlet LH scenario, with the B decaying to bZ. The 68% and 95% expected bands are shown. Theoretical cross sections as calculated at NLO in Ref. [12] are shown. The branching fraction $B(B \rightarrow bZ)$ is 0.25.

Table 6: Observed and expected 95% CL upper limit on $\sigma B$ for the $Z' \rightarrow Tt$ signal. The branching fraction $B(T \rightarrow tZ)$ is taken to be 100%. In order to consider different branching fractions, the limits should be scaled by the corresponding branching fraction value. The 1 and 2 standard deviation bands are given.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>M(Z') [TeV]</th>
<th>M(T) [TeV]</th>
<th>Observed</th>
<th>Expected</th>
<th>Expected + 1(2) s.d.</th>
<th>Expected - 1(2) s.d.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>0.31</td>
<td>0.47</td>
<td>0.71 (1.01)</td>
<td>0.32 (0.23)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>0.40</td>
<td>0.60 (0.85)</td>
<td>0.28 (0.20)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>0.26</td>
<td>0.41 (0.60)</td>
<td>0.17 (0.12)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>0.27</td>
<td>0.42 (0.63)</td>
<td>0.18 (0.13)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>0.13</td>
<td>0.24</td>
<td>0.37 (0.55)</td>
<td>0.16 (0.11)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>0.13</td>
<td>0.24</td>
<td>0.38 (0.57)</td>
<td>0.16 (0.11)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>0.14</td>
<td>0.24</td>
<td>0.39 (0.59)</td>
<td>0.16 (0.11)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>0.13</td>
<td>0.22</td>
<td>0.34 (0.53)</td>
<td>0.14 (0.10)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
8 Summary

Results of a search for single production of a T quark with a charge of $+2/3$ decaying to a Z boson and a top quark and of a search for single production of a B quark with a charge of $-1/3$ decaying to a b quark and a Z boson have been presented. No deviations from the expected standard model background are observed. Limits on the product of the cross section and branching fraction for a left-handed T(b), with the T quark decaying to tZ, vary between 0.98 and 0.15 pb at 95% confidence level and between 0.60 and 0.13 pb for a right-handed T(t) signal, for the range of resonance mass considered, which is between 0.7 and 1.7 TeV. For a left-handed B quark produced in association with a top quark and decaying to bZ, products of the cross section and branching fraction between 0.68 and 0.15 pb are excluded in the same mass range, while for a B quark produced in association with a bottom quark, products of the cross section and branching fraction between 1.26 and 0.28 pb are excluded. Additionally, products of the cross section and branching fraction for T quarks from the decay $Z' \to T_t$ are excluded between 0.31 and 0.13 pb, for the range of $Z'$ (T) mass considered, which is between 1.5 to 2.5 (0.7 to 1.5) TeV. This is the first search at 13 TeV for single production of vector-like quarks in events with a Z boson decaying leptonically accompanied by boosted jets.
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